Take a Stance Against Violence!

Stop Massachusetts Bill HD.4420

HD.4420 is the most aggressive attack on our rights to be safe and protect ourselves from violent crime in this century. It will literally make it impossible for anyone to protect their loved ones from violent crime or home invasions!
HD.4420, being pushed by Massachusetts Ron Mariano is being disguised as a gun control/crime bill.

For several months the Speaker ordered his Chair of the Committee, Michael Day, to hold a so-called listening tour. The tour consisted of about a dozen stops all across the Commonwealth supposedly to hear from citizens. As it turns out, the "listening tour" was a hoax.

Within just a few weeks Chairman Day presented a 140 page bill to the Speaker. Virtually none of the concerns of all sorts of folks were contained it. What we got instead was the most egregious pro-crime bill we have ever seen.

If this bill becomes law it will literally be impossible to avoid an explosion of violent crime in the Commonwealth!

The Defenseless Will Include:

- Elderly
- Victims of domestic violence
- Women of all ages
- Schools
- Anyone utilizing a public area
- Private businesses
- Even off duty law enforcement